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Surveeying in
n the cosmos – astronoomical distance
d
es
by S.Ananthannarayanan
y? How far away are thhe stars? How
w large is thhe universe?? How do we
w go
How higgh is the sky
about meeasuring astrronomical distances?
Astronom
mers first bo
orrowed a method
m
of saailors and suurveyors - you
y measuree the angle to an
object froom one spot, and then frrom another spot, and yoou can work out the distaance to the object
o
with the help of the distance bettween the tw
wo places annd the changge in the anggle. Astronoomers
use the same
s
method
d, by sightinng a star now
w and six months
m
later,, when the earth
e
at the other
side of thhe sun. But this
t works only
o
with neaarer stars, annd the best thhey have doone is up to about
a
300 lightt years, whilee our own gaalaxy is 10,0000 light yeaars across!

Using ‘brightness’
Bright staars get dimm
mer as we move
m
further away.
a
Hencee, if we know
w how ‘intriinsically’ briight a
star is, then
t
a meassure of its ‘apparent’
‘
b
brightness
coould help work
w
out its distance. Inn the
th
h
beginning of the 20 century, a method
m
was found to estiimate the inttrinsic brighhtness of a staar.
epheid
Thiss was by Hennrietta Swan Leavitt, whoo studied starrs called ‘Cep
variiables’, whicch have ‘cyccles of brighhtness’. Leavitt found thaat the
‘cyccles’ were sloowest with thee brightest staars. And thenn, by observinng the
periiodicity of thhe ‘cycle’ of Cepheids off known brighhtness, a linkk was
founnd between periodicity andd ‘intrinsic’ luuminosity.
Wheen dealing wiith a new Ceppheid, its perriodicity thus gave a measuure of
the ‘real’ brightnness. And thee ‘apparent’ brightness
b
theen helped worrk out
how
w far away thee star was!
Henrietta Swan
S
Leavitt (1868
8-1921)

Hubblee and the Red
R Shift

In the 19220s Edwin Hubble
H
discovvered anotherr remarkable thing
about distaant stars. Firsst, that they were
w
recedingg, or moving away,
a
and then, that the furtther away thhey were, thee faster they were
receding! During obserrvation of diistant stars, thheir distancess were
found by the period-luuminosity relationship, while
w
the speeed at
which the stars were moving
m
came from
f
observinng the a channge in
the frequenncy of knownn colours of light that the sttar emitted, known
k
as the ‘redd shift’.
Edwinn Powell Hubble (1
1889-1953)

a the
We havee all noticed that the whiistle from ann approachinng train is shhrill, but the pitch falls as
train passses us and begins
b
to move ‘away’. This
T is becauuse when the train is com
ming towardds us,

the sound waves get ‘pressed’ together and the sound is shrill. But when the train is moving
away, the waves are ‘stretched out’.
In the same way, the light from a fast approaching star would change colour, towards the violet
side, and the light from a star moving away would change towards the red side. The speed with
which a star is moving towards or away from us can thus be made out by measuring the observed
frequency of emissions from the star of known elements.
Now Hubble analysed the light from stars at all kinds of distances and he found that the wellknown spectral lines of elements, like hydrogen, sodium, iron, were all shifted to the red side.
This suggested that the stars were moving away. And what was more, the further away the star
the greater the red shift. Or, the further away a star, the faster it was moving away!
Looking at this the other way around, if we find how fast the star is moving away, we could tell
how far away it was. The speed is readily measured by checking the spectrum for the red shift.
And from there, we get the distance!

